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Summer edition 
“He who does not travel does not know the value of men.” – Moorish 

proverb 

Melvin, Editor 

Avid traveller and history/knowledge buff 

Suan, Editor-in-Chief 

Expert Procurer of fine things and Finance Director at home 

The mid-year school holidays are over here but the 

winter/summer holidays should be in full swing soon in both 

hemispheres! 

Remember to drop us a line at: melsuan0810@gmail.com.   

About this Edition 

Continuing with the tradition of trying to bring the more recent 

journeys to the fore, we present one of the reasons we think 

Singaporeans are drawn to Malaysia - Food.  

You should know, there are only a few Singaporean pastimes: 

shopping, eating and complaining.  

So, we are back again!   

How’s life? 
What an exhilarating trip to Russia! For Melvin it was fresh 

after a trip to Switzerland. Within 4 days of work and 

packing we were in the air again! While the package tried to 

cover many places, it was not rushed. Journalogs coming 

soon! 

Unfortunately all this flurry of travel for us mean that we 

missed out on meeting with you when you come by 

Singapore. Sorry Val, see you in July instead! 

This should be fun! Meeting friends from lands 
afar and linking up to share experience! 

And this is fresh, hot off the press after our journey to San 

Francisco and the bay area followed by a week+ in New 

Jersey with road trips all over...Talk about being on the 

road... 

Foodie paradise, KL 
The food scene in Malaysia is a mix of influences, having 

migrants coming in from China, India and Indonesia. Our 

"mission" in July last year was to explore places to eat that 

is the equivalent list of Oscar nominees.  

For a start, we head to Chinatown in Kuala Lumpur, and in 

specific Petaling street. The street is a nest of old named 

eateries from days of yore. Some however are hyped up and 

thus not really the gems we look for. 

 

Tang City food centre 

With all the walking back and forth over 2 days, our 

conclusion is that Tang city fold center is a must stop. We 
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could see locals drinking beer here over a small lunch. Our 

conclusion is that if locals frequent this food center, there 

must be something to it.  

And we are were right. In this food center alone we found 

delicious fried kway teow and wanton mee.  

 

Kiew Yee "char kway teow" 

On the other hand, some of the big names highlighted 

frequently by food blogs turned out to be just so-so.  

For example, the silver needle noodle (or "rat tailed" noodle) 

at Seng Kee was not quite up to scratch for us. It was a little 

drenched up though the sauce was ok. The saving grace is its 

crispy prawn egg noodle, but that was not what it was 

advertised for. 

 

Seng Kee Silver needle noodle 

Walking around after a hefty meal, it was hard to continue 

eating. But that did not stop us from looking around at what 

other options exist. And there are plenty. 

All along Jalan Sultan (a parallel vehicle street to Petaling 

street), empty stalls come to live from the evening. Lighted 

up and with seats all arranged, we saw Bak Kut Teh, "Lor 

Bak", "Popiah" etc. And this is Chinese food only. 

There are also a number of Indian eateries nearby the Hindu 

temple. We had not taken the time in this occasion to sample 

any. But that too is an option! 

 

Night stalls along Jalan Sultan 

If you are not adverse to street food, then Chinatown pro-

offers a wonder buffet for choice. Prices are cheap (at least 

in comparison with Singapore) and the portion sufficiently 

generous.  

Obviously spending 2 days to cover the eating places in 

Chinatown is not enough. We think 4-5 days, even as you 

may be here for other reasons.  

 

More roadside stalls at Jalan Sultan 

For that, we reckon that it is probably easier to eat at a 

number of stalls each time you come. That way, you have 

excuse to visit KL's Chinatown more often. And why not? 

The local currency has depreciated, you can eat more! 

� 

Adventures in Dubai 
There is just something about the middle east that is alluring. 

The combination of music, cuisine, sights and people that 

cannot be found in the same combination elsewhere in the 

world. Spending a couple of days in Dubai for business, it 

would pay dividends to consider some of the activities and 

sights that is iconic of Dubai. 
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D I D  Y O U  K N O W ?  

Dubai comprises 7 small emirates and not all of them are 

oil producing. The Dubai emirate itself is more of the 

business oriented one and they actually derive most tax 

revenues (said to be 95%) from non-oil related sectors. 

O I L  F I E L D S  O F  T H E  M I D D L E  

E A S T  

Since the first strike of a large oil field in Iran in 1908, this 

industry has been the main driver of economic 

development in the middle east. As you can see from the 

map and from various statistics, of the top 10 nations with 

proven reserves, five are in the middle east. 

You should also be able to observe from the map why ISIS 

is so keen to dominate Iraq. 

We cannot say if this has been more of a blessing or curse. 

However, it is definitely true that the wealth that has been 

pouring into this region with the world's rising 

consumption of oil  has indeed raised living standards here 

to an unprecedented level. It has also generated a level of 

excess unseen in the history of man. 

 

Did you know that Saudi Arabia was not one country until 

the 1920s as the house of Saud conquered the rival 

sultanates of Nejd and Hejaz to form the nation in 1932. 

Imagine at that time its main tax revenues came from 

limited agriculture (dates?) and pilgrimage revenue. It was 

only from 1938 that large oil fields were discovered. Did 

you know Aramco stands for Arabia American oil 

company? Since 1980, it is fully owned by the Saudi 

government. 

Of course with such a valuable resource beneath its 

ground, the region has attracted the attention of world 

powers. The entire region has now become a large part of 

the geopolitical entanglements and potential powder keg 

between the US, Russia, EU and even rising China. We 

hope this will not spark wider conflict. 

 

Racing buggies across sand dunes 

Now we know that sand is not the best surface to drive on. 

Imagine racing on the sand? Well, a number of companies in 

Dubai have developed customized buggies with rubber wheels 

that can do just that. It is not a perfect buggy though and the 

vehicle will still shear to the side depending on sand 

compactness.  

Now of course you need to take the same safety precautions 

and not drive parallel to a high angle sloping dune. If you stick 

with common sense, it was one hell of a ride as you race this 

machine across the dunes! 

 

Ballooning over the desert 

Like any hot air balloon ride, the one is Dubai is an early 

morning affair - morning call at 4:30am and drive off by 

5:10am. The trick in all of these cases is to be airborne before 

sun-rise. Of course the winds get stronger and more volatile as 

the sun heats up the land as well.  

The morning scene in the desert is surreal, kind of eerie quiet 
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thus access to this really expensive hotel owned by the 

Jumeirah group. 

 

Cruising along the Dubai creek 

Then there is the creek that cuts through the middle of the 

city. We crossed the creek to the other side using the 

traditional dhows that ply both sides. It cost only DHS1 per 

person for the trip. 

We "sailed" along the creek and can observe the enormous 

amount of trade that takes place along the banks.  

I suspect that a lot of the trade is to supply both the Iranians 

and Iraqis with imports that they cannot otherwise directly 

procure from the global markets due to sanctions from the 

west. Well now that sanctions are lifted, it's official! 

 

Shopping in Gold City 

Then there is famed gold market of Dubai. Aptly named 

"Gold city", it is teeming with shops of all sizes selling gold 

and gemstone jewelry.  

If you fancy stocking up on some this inflation hedge, then 

come on down here and take your pick. From traditional 

Arab designs to large Indian intricate pieces, the choice 

seems endless. It felt as if all the gold in the world is on sale 

here... 

Surprising though is that most of the shop fronts do not 

have metal grills or cages. The glass windows with display are 

not in any way protected. Neither are the doors. It must be 

really safe here! 

(except when the captain fires up the burner).  

The sand dunes appear to come to life as we floated over 

them, possibly because of the low light intensity and winds 

that sweep across sands. All-in, it was a fantastic experience. 

By then it was time to hit the markets.  

 

Busy traditional market 

While you can see traditional souks all across north Africa 

through to Egypt and even in Turkey, the souks of Dubai is 

a lot more pleasant.  

These are not overly crowded or filled full with produce as 

they are elsewhere in the middle east and is perhaps due to 

the smaller population in the country. 

The usual spices and herbs can be found here and prices 

are naturally a little higher than in the neighboring countries.  

 

Visit "the Palm" and the Burj Al Arab 

One famed area to visit is the luxury homes on the "Palm". 

Built on reclaimed land, these homes are on the Persian gulf 

itself on strips of land built in such a way it looks like a palm 

tree from the air.  

Each house is valued in the millions and David Beckham is 

said to have a unit here! It is also a short drive from the Burj 

Al Arab, the world's first 6 star hotel.  

You are normally not allowed to visit the hotel just for a 

look-see as the hotel is only accessible via a causeway bridge. 

We had the opportunity to be there for a buffet dinner and 
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Dubai is indeed an expensive city to visit. However, the 

attractions that has been built is really something to behold - 

as it is testament to the will of men, bent on achieving the 

seemingly impossible.  

� 

Reminiscing Italy 
 

The last time we were in Italy was in 2005. This playback 

from the past is from 2001, even further back in time! 

Italy possesses such an array of treasures that one can keep 

coming back for more, year after year. We had shared in a 

previous article (Q3-14) the renaissance influence that Italy 

exuded to the rest of Europe. We continue with a dose of 

that, with additions from the natural and ancient that Italy 

offers. 

 

Blue Grotto on Capri 

The one thing Italy has is great weather. In the spring and 

summer, it can become very sunny and warm. Its azure blue 

waters is a natural beckoning and it is not surprising that 

people have found numerous wonders in the cliffs along 

Italy.  

One such place is the island of Capri off Naples. Only at 

certain tidal times and parts of the year are the limestone 

caves accessible. Unfortunately, the nearest we got to this 

visit was the entrance. The tide was too high! 

Then there is the famed tower that leans. Now it does not 

play well that engineers probably screwed this up. Yet it is 

famous today because of that... 

 

Holding up the leaning tower - so retro now 

Seriously, at one point of time the tower was in real danger 

of really tipping over. Pisa would then have lost a great 

tourist attraction and lots of tourist dollars. Fortunately for 

us, the tower is still there today - thanks to engineers again. 

This time, it is to help it maintain its tilt - so that it would 

appear authentic. In fact with today's technology, engineers 

are looking at keeping the structure tilted at a specific degree 

to the horizon! I am sure it will still be there many years from 

now! 

Then we can go a lot further back in time to that of the great 

Roman empire.   

 

Bakery in Pompeii 

Pompeii is one of the must see when you visit Italy. As one 

of the best preserved cities from that era, the excavated site 
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reveals so much about life in those times.  

Indeed, many of our modern amenities are already available 

(though in different form) during that time such as Sit-down 

toilets and "primitive" WC style toilets.  

Even the social life of that time is not that different from 

today, boasting of entertainment establishments, brothels etc. 

Some villa homes we visited even had "pornography" 

painted on the walls! With such a long history of civilizations 

rising and falling, it is not unusual to move from the ancient 

back to the Renaissance easily.  

 

Amazing Cathedral in Siena 

The last time we focused on Florence, but it was by no 

means the only wealthy city of that time. Other cities rose to 

prominence too, such as Siena with its famed cathedral and 

the annual Palio horse race run round a track in the town 

centre. 

Indeed powerful cities became significant political powers - 

such as Venice. A powerful navy and merchant fleet fed this 

city built on a number of swamp lagoon islands. 

Today, much of what we see and admire was the work of 

men and women who fought the seas to give us St. Mark's 

square, the palace of the Ducale - otherwise known as the 

Doge. 

 

Crossing the bridge of sighs 

While in Venice... so you'd do the same in Venice! Take to 

the sea in a gondola! Pricey perhaps, but the experience 

trumps any picture or video. Not that locals do this... 

If you are a history buff and fancy to see more ancient ruins, 

aside from Rome you will be thrilled with Sicily, Puglia and 

Apulia regions! You will be able to see Greek ruins as much 

as Roman ones. 

Well, this concludes the second installment of our sojourn in 

Italy. In the next article, we show the wonders of driving in 

the Lombardy region! 

♥♥♥♥♥♥♥♥♥♥♥♥♥♥♥♥♥♥♥♥♥♥♥♥♥♥♥ 

What’s in our next issue? 
Fancy collecting vintage stuff?  We'll show you where you 

can do lots of that in the US. Until then, 

 

Lots of hugs and kisses from the both of us! 


